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Foot Pedal Adjustment 

1. Press and hold the butt。n to adjust the f。ot pedal, and the

angle 。f the foot pedal can be adjusted in three levels.

2. The foot pedal can be pushed directly upwards for upward

adjustment, and must be adjusted using the butt。ns for

d。wnward adjustment.
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Safety Belt Adjustment 

1. When the seat belt is fastened, the belt buckle (with a

shoulder strap buckle) snaps into the divider until it clicks.

When releasing the seat belt, press the middle button to

automatically eject the seat belt on both sides of the buckle.

2. There are w。 height options f。r seat belts. When adjusting

the height of the shoulder strap, rem。ve the head 。f the back

and pull it out of the back seat. When installing the seat

cushi。n, insert the shoulder strap into the slot on the back.

(Note: Seat belts must be used when using a baby chair.)
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Seat Height Adjustment 
1. Press and hold the seat height adjustment button to l。wer
the seat height.
2. Pulling the seat can directly raise it t。 the rear seat, and the
seat height can be adjusted by 7 positions.

Seat Back Adjustment 
1. Squeeze the handle to adjust the seat back, and then o仔set it
in the front-to-rear direction to adjust it to the desired angle. The
seat back has five adjustable angles.
(N。te: Only babies 。ver6 m。nths old and weighing less than
20kg can be placed on the vertical back. The reclining chair
mode is not suitable for long-term sleep. This product is not a
substitute for a small bed.
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Detachable Dining Plate 

1. Pull out the bott。m of the tra� handle rem。，val, while aligning
the mounting accesso叩plate with the h。le in the armrest,
insert it into the end, release the handle, and pull back t。
confirm that the tray is firmly in place. 
2. Remove the dining board for easy cleaning and
maintenance. Hold the removal handle at the bottom, and then
pull out the tray to take out the board.
3. When you pull out the removal handle at the bottom of the
tray, pull out the tray, you see a red dot and then you can
detach the dining b。ard.
4. Take the tray out by pressing the button.
5. When the chair is in normal use, do not remove the board to
prevent children from pinching their hands. You can remove the
board and hang it on the rear tube board hook when the baby
high chair is not in use.




